This Hospital has to purchase the CCTV Camera & Accessories material mentioned below. Therefore, please send your quotation in sealed envelope before the last date in the name of Dean, Sassoon General Hospital, Pune. The terms and conditions are as under. Mention GST, Val/Tin No, & Pan No. in Quotation letter.

### Sr.No | Machine of Name & CCTV & Repair | Qty | Rate per Qty
---|---|---|---
### CAMERAS

**1** | HIKVISION MAKE 2 MP IP IR BULLET CAMERA : 12 mm lens, IP66, 50m IR | 01 Nos |

**2** | HIKVISION MAKE 2 MP IP IR VF DOMÉ CAMERA : 2.8 mm to 12 mm lens, 40 MTR IR Range | 01 Nos |

**3** | HIKVISION MAKE 1080P, IR 1080P TVL Color Dome Camera: 1/3 CMOS, 20Meter IR Distance, 3.6mm lens, DNR, IP66, 2 MP high performance CMOSM METAL BODY | 01 Nos |

### ACCESSORIES

**1** | 4 Port POE and 4 Port Giga Network Switch Netgear | 01 Nos |

**2** | 8 Port POE Giga + 12 PORTS Giga. | 01 Nos |

**3** | Hard Disk - 2 TB SATA Western Digital Sveralence HD. | 01 Nos |

**4** | WESTERN DIGITAL PURPLE HARD DISK DRIVE - 6TB (6000 GB) | 01 Nos |

**5** | Plastic Box 4 X 4 | 01 Nos |

**6** | Camera Stand | 01 Nos |

### CCTV CABLING

**1** | Cabling of Cat 6 Cable, with PVC Piping, LAN Connectors | 1 Mtr. |

**2** | CCTV Cabling 3+1 with casing caping, BNC, Power connector | 1 Mtr. |

**Terms & Conditions:**

1) Rights to Accept or reject quotation are reserved by this office.
2) Quotation received after last date will not be considered.
3) Mention Taxes and other charges if any separately.
4) The Sale tax registration number & shop Act Licence Number is to be quoted in Quotation otherwise your quotation will not be considered.
5) Demonstration of machine is compulsory.
6) The Material will be accepted only if they are borne by this office the machine & material will be accepted to our Specification. Please quote the rates as per Specification asked
7) Please Mention our Quotation subject, letter Ref.No.& due date on envelope
8) Warranty – One year from date of installation.
9) One Quotation Sealed in Pocket not any Quotation in Sealed One Pocked

[Signature]

DEAN
Sassoon General Hospital, Pune